CCH Canadian Limited is pleased to offer you the Complete Living Benefits Library featuring both *The Aging Client and Long-Term Care* and *Disability Insurance and Other Living Benefits* – for only $90*.

New from Jacqueline Figas, CLU, RHU, EPC, a contributor to The Advocis RHU Program.

**A Critical Resource On Long-Term Care**

This important resource is part of the Required Reading List for the Advocis RHU program and includes:

- Understanding the aging client and their changing needs over time
- How housing options impact the planning process
- Evaluating LTC insurance
- How to select the right policy for your client
- Plan design considerations
- The essentials of underwriting this unique risk
- Numerous checklists, charts and resources

**The Last Word On Disability Insurance and Other Living Benefits**

This resource looks at disability insurance and other living benefits in the context of the realities faced in today’s challenging work and lifestyle environment:

- Health benefits planning for pre and post-retirement years
- Traditional products and coverage for specialized markets
- Insuring “temps” and “independent contractors”
- Critical illness insurance
- Private health and dental insurance
- Checklists, charts and other planning tools

**Save A Bundle By Buying The Bundle. Order Today!**

You would normally pay $120 for these two books separately. But if you order *The Aging Client and Long-Term Care* and *Disability Insurance and Other Living Benefits* right now, you can have them both for only $90.
Living Benefits Library Bundle
Order form

Title | Book Format | Item No. | List Price | Bundle Price | Qty. | Total
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
The Aging Client and Long-Term Care | Soft | 890B | $59.95 | $90 |  | 
Disability Insurance and Other Living Benefits | Soft | 891B | $59.95 |  |  |

Shipping & handling charges and GST are extra. Prices are subject to change without notice.
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